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M.E.J. (Merel) Gerritsen
Dr.  K.M.C. (Kevin) Raaphorst MSc
S.H. (Sjoerd) Brandsma MSc

City meets dairy landscape 
Developing food-revelatory design principles to design 
a productive and experiential dairy landscape in the 
Amstelscheg. (Amstelscheg area, the Netherlands)

Abstract
The physical and psychological rift between food production and 
consumption that is present within our food system is problematic in the 
light of the ongoing transition towards a more sustainable and resilient 
food systems and therefore needs to be reduced. The aim of this thesis 
was to expand knowledge on the design of productive and experiential 
food landscapes in city regions. This thesis explores how relevant and 
useful the existing eco-revelatory design principles are for designing 
productive peri-urban food landscapes that, besides the production of 
food, also facilitate more direct physical and psychological connections 
between food production and consumption. 

The eco-revelatory design approach acknowledges humans as integral 
components of ecosystems and is concerned with how people experience 
and understand landscapes and connect with them. The Amstelscheg 
area, a typical productive peat meadow landscape located within 
the metropolitan region of Amsterdam, served as test case for the 
development of a set of design principles. Thirtheen food-revelatory 
design principles have been developed and form an answer to the main 
question ‘What food revelatory design principles can be developed for 
designing an Amstelscheg dairy landscape that facilitates the reduction 
of the rift between food production and consumption?’  

The principles have been formulated based on revelatory themes such as 
human scale, sensor perceptibility, proximity, attention and complexity. 
Six of the thirtheen food-revelatory design principles provided input for a 
master plan for the Amstelscheg region. The plan includes a shorter and 
more complete dairy food chain, a more extensive recreation network and 
a multifunctional city edge zone. All principles provided input for several 
designs on a smaller scale level within the Amstelscheg region, among 
which a design for a bicycle bridge in the shape of a ‘sunken cow’. Besides 
the physical connection that is created with this bridge, the design of 
the bridge also aims to create attention and awareness for the ongoing 
process of peat soil subsidence that is hidden behind the production of 
dairy products. 

How to design productive and experiential peri-urban food landscapes?                           (Adapted from CRA, 2018)

Six of the thirteen developed food-revelatory design principles          

The eco-revelatory design approach is concerned with how people experience, understand and connect with their living environment  (Adapted from Coeterier 2000) 
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Michiel Bakx
Supervisor: dr. dipl. ing. Sanda Lenzholzer

Lessons from the past
Historical landscape elements for passive outdoor microclimate
control in contemporary Dutch cities

Abstract
Urban microclimatic phenomena such as the urban heat island effect and 
urban wind nuisance are detrimental to outdoor space quality. While the 
urban heat island effect will become more severe with climate change, it 
becomes ever more urgent to provide passive urban microclimate control 
measures. One way to come up with new measures for microclimate 
control is through studying precedents from the past. This is based on 
the belief that historical landscapes evolved from centuries of knowledge 
about dealing with climatic conditions.

By means of a historical literature review, this thesis demonstrated 
that tree lanes, vertically shaped trees (“leilindes”), berceaux, hedges, 
shelterbelts, green walls, umbrella trees (“etagelindes”) and weeping 
trees were in certain cases purposefully planted for microclimate control. 
Through a scientific literature review, the microclimatic performance of 
tree lanes, green walls, hedges and shelterbelts is identified.  The software 
ENVI-met is used to gain novel insights into the microclimatic effects 
of vertically shaped trees, berceaux, umbrella trees and weeping trees. 
Overall, the results indicated that all historical landscape elements have 
potential to enhance thermal comfort.

Eventually, during a research through design process, new prototypes 
of the historical landscape elements were designed and evaluated to 
improve thermal comfort of contemporary Dutch shopping streets. 
The prototypes that most effectively reduced both heat and cold stress 
were virtually implemented in two real shopping streets. The results 
demonstrated which historical landscape elements are most able to 
improve thermal comfort of contemporary urban streets and how these 
have to be adjusted to this context. These prototypes broaden the scope 
of much wanted passive microclimate control measures. 

Overview historical landscape elements for microclimate control
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Literature review of microclimatic effects historical landscape elements. Microclimatic effects according to ENVI-met simulations.

Wind and solar patterns in relation to thermal comfort for different street orientations. SW-NE and E-W street are most prone to both heat and cold stress.
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The prototypes that most significantly reduced heat and cold stress are implemented in the Hoogstraat, Rotterdam.

East-West oriented streets Southwest-Northeast oriented streets

Heat stress 
reduction

Cold stress 
reduction

Heat stress 
reduction

Cold stress 
reduction

Implementation Implementation

Parallel vertically shaped trees (N) Umbrella trees above sidewalk (N) Semi-closed berceau (N)

Mixed vertically shaped trees (N) Umbrella trees with alternating heights (N) Berceau with semi-closed front (N)

Semi-closed berceau (S)Wide umbrella trees (N+S) Berceaux above parking (N+S)

Mixed vertically shaped trees (N+S) Umbrella trees with alternating heights (N+S) Berceau with semi-closed front (S)

Score 14.5 Score 14.5 Score 16

Score 16 Score 16.5 Score 16.5

Score 16 Score 16.5 Score 15

Score 22 Score 26 Score 26

The prototypes that most significantly reduced heat and cold stress are implemented in the van Oldebarneveltstraat, Rotterdam.
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Jelmer Boersma
Supervisors (WUR): Adri van den Brink, Rudi van Etteger
External supervisor (Arcadis): Timo Cents

Sustainable urban wetland development in India: a case 
study for Ramsar site Deepor Beel
Generating design guidelines to promote the sustainable 
development of wetland areas in the vicinity of rapidly 
exapnding cities 
Guwahati, north-east India

Abstract
Urban water bodies have always been playing a vital role 
in the water management system of Indian cities. Despite 
the provision of important functions to urbanized areas, 
the current speed of urban wetland degradation in India 
is alarming. Wetlands in the periphery of urban areas are 
regarded in India as non-valuable wastewater, resulting 
in the two predominant causes of degradation: (1) urban 
encroachment and (2) the inflow of urban wastewater.
The Urban Green Infrastructure (UGI) approach is introduced 
to secure the future sustainability of Indian cities. A multi-
functional and interconnected UGI network potentially 
promotes the sustainable development of urban wetlands in 
India. On one hand, sustainable development is promoted by 
guiding urban development to counter urban sprawl and, on 
the other hand, by purifying the wastewater from urban areas 
entering the wetland.
To bridge the gap between the theoretical and practical realm 
in urban wetland design and conservation, spatial design 
guidelines are generated. First, practical measures have been 
defined by conducting a reference study of two Indian urban 
wetlands and supplemented by means of a literature study. 
Next, the applicability of these interventions to either guide 
urban development or purify wastewater has been evaluated 
based on an analytical framework. Thereafter, the outcomes 
have been translated into six preliminary design guidelines. 
The applicability of these guidelines in practice was tested 
in the case study area Deepor Beel, the last remaining major 
retention buffer in the city of Guwahati, located in the north-
eastern part of India. Deepor Beel is an example of a wetland 
that is severely affected by the consequences of India’s rapid 
urbanization, despite the recognition as an internationally 
important Ramsar wetland. After being tested in the case 
study design area, a total of five final design guidelines were 
identified to stimulate sustainable development of urban 
wetlands in India.

Two diagrams to show the changing strategy of urban wetland conservation over 
time, as used by the Ramsar Convention. While the traditional (left) stimulates a 
more inimical relationship between a wetland a city, the modern (right) one pro-
motes mutual benefits. In the latter, the wetland provides good and services from 
which the city benefits, and in return the wetland receives respect and protection.

Their is a clear relation between the loss of urban water bodies due to urbanization and 
the number of major flood events in seventeen major Indian cities since the year 2000 
(Centre for Science and Environment, 2016)

The UGI approach applied to develop urban wetlands in India in a sustainable way

The analysis has been conducted at three different spatial scales, while the design has been generated in between 
these three levels at two different spatial scales

Example of a preliminary design guideline: constructed wetlands. This design guidelines was generated by means 
of a reference study (East-Kolkata wetlands in Kolkata) and a supplementary literature study
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Visualization of the rapid urbanization in Pamohi 
District over the period 2003-2018

Over time, the recognized 
importance of Deepor Beel (light 
green) has been overshadowed 
by conflicting decisions (grey) 
multiple times

The location of Deepor Beel (most right picture) with respect to the urban water management system of Guwahati city

Conceptual design for the periphery of urban wetland Deepor Beel. A distiction has been made in three zones: (1) Guwahati city, 
(2) Deepor Beel (retention zone for stormwater storage) and (3) Pamohi district (purification zone for the treatment of wastewater) 

Isometric section of the riparian 
buffer zone, the first stage of the water 
purifying system in Pamohi District

Visualization of a threshold during 
the dry (right) and the monsoon 
season (left). If the water reaches 
a certain tipping point in the wet 
season, the threshold is overflown 
and ensures the free passage of 
the water to the retention reservoir 
Deepor Beel. During the dry season, 
the threshold ensures that the 
water is kept long enough in the 
specific area in order to be treated.
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PHASED REBUILDING OF THE 
HISTORIC CENTER

NEW CENTRAL CORE AREA

TWO CONNECTING SLOW LANES

SLOW LANE THROUGH 
CHAMBER LANDSCAPE

SLOW LANE THROUGH HISTORIC 
‘SAN CIPRIANO’

SLOW LANE CONNECTING ‘POLES’

Merel Cozijnsen
First supervisor: Gabriëlle Bartelse
Second supervisor: Kevin Raaphorst

03:37 - Amatrice still exists
Disaster recovery design for the post-quake landscape of 
Amatrice

Amatrice, Italy

Abstract
On August 24th 2016 a powerful earthquake struck Central Italy by surprise 
during the middle of the night at 03:36 a.m., causing around 300 victims 
and devastating entire towns in the regions Marche, Umbria, Abruzzo and 
Lazio. The municipality of Amatrice, containing one of Italy’s most beautiful 
towns, has become the symbol of the earthquake. Here, the earthquake had 
the biggest impact by taking the life of 234 people and devastating most of 
its towns. Today, more than three years after the earthquake, the area still 
resembles a war zone. The current focus is on rebuilding what was there: 
a process that will take a long time and makes that the current temporary 
state risks of becoming permanent. An integrated spatial strategy for the 
future of Amatrice is not envisioned. 

In literature a hands-on framework with general design principles that could 
give input to the recovery process in post-quake landscapes is missing. 
This framework should be based on a transition from fast emergency 
interventions in the initial response phase to more complex and time-
consuming interventions, which prepare for the possible next hazard, in 
the later phases of reduction and readiness. The objective of this thesis 
is to inform and direct the recovery process of the post-quake landscape 
of Amatrice and by this to develop a ‘Disaster Landscape Recovery’ (DLR) 
framework that could give input to the recovery process of similar post-
quake landscapes. 

The proposed design has shown that a municipal disaster recovery strategy 
is a pre-condition in order to improve quality at the local scale of the town. 
The presented ‘Disaster Landscape Recovery’ framework includes design 
principles that could give input to the recovery process in the post-quake 
landscape of the case study of Amatrice. 
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Pamela Andrea Acuña Kuchenbecker
Name supervisors: Sanda Lenzholzer

Humanizing streets.
The Superblock in the Eixample, Barcelona, Spain.

Abstract
People’s behavior is affected by the combination of sight, sounds, smells, 
textures, tastes, and thermal conditions, which can determine how 
long a place will be used. The built environment, due to its population 
growth over the centuries and with its consequent reduction of green 
urban areas, has deprived citizens of many pleasures and introduced 
new unpleasant sensations. The urban space should diminish these 
discomforts and affect the human experience positively. Therefore 
environmental comfort is essential for the design of urban areas. 
Furthermore, superblocks, with their priority towards pedestrians and 
its reduction in air and noise pollution, aim to improve the human 
experience in the urban environment. The intersections of superblocks 
bring new functions and uses for citizens. Yet, the design of the 
intersections of the pilot urban superblock of El Poblenou, Barcelona, 
has little consideration for microclimatic factors. This situation is more 
concerning considering that, with the increase in temperature due to 
climate change, the heat-related issues will increase. 

Therefore, the purpose of this thesis is to generate knowledge for the 
intersections of superblocks, which present a deficiency in providing 
citizens with a comfortable and positive sensory experience. This thesis 
fills the knowledge gap by inferring a new multi-sensory approach, 
which aims towards a pleasurable human experience. First, with the use 
of techniques and an evaluation matrix, I determined which tools are 
more efficient for achieving environmental comfort. Then, I generate new 
knowledge by establishing spatial configurations with different sensory 
issues. Finally, I determine the integrated strategies for the different types 
of space of each intersection to produce the final design guidelines. 
And, with this new approach, unpleasant stimuli can be diminished 
while pleasant stimuli can be enhanced. These guidelines can be applied 
in intersections of future urban Superblocks all over the Eixample, 
Barcelona, to improve the multi-sensory experience.

Environmental comfort is the experience between the body and the built space. There 
are two values for environmental comfort: comfort and expresiveness. Within these 
values of environmental comfort, there are three techniques: Control, masking and 
enhancing.
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A superblock consists of nine chamfered blocks, each with a dimension of 113.3 by 113.3 
meters (Rueda, 2016). The street orientation is NW-SE and SW-NE (Curreli & Coch, 2010)  
and has a width of 20 meters (UN-Habitat, 2015). A superblock is composed of streets 
and nodes. There are two types of neighbor nodes, one with the inner roads on the east 
and west sides, known as neighbor node 1; and another with the inner roads on the 
north and south sides, known as neighbor node 2. Each node have 5 sub-spaces. The 
sub-space 1B repeats in both nodes.

There are two types of neighbor nodes, one with the inner roads on the east and west 
sides, known as neighbor node 1; and another with the inner roads on the north and 
south sides, known as neighbor node 2. Each node have 5 sub-spaces. The sub-space 1B 
repeats in both nodes.
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The site design is located in the south-west Eixample area between the streets Carrer 
Roger de Lluria and Bailen; and between Gran via de Les Cort Catalanes, Ronda de San 
Pere and Carrer d’ Ali Bei. This site is one of the potential superblocks chosen by the 
Municipality of Barcelona, which is in the area with some of the highest temperatures 
during heatwaves (Àrea d’Ecologia Urbana, 2018). 
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The spaces with the inner roads (1A & 1C) have more issues than pedestrian areas. Inner 
roads areas present problems related to visual, acoustic, olfactory, and thermal comfort, 
while the pedestrian spaces (1B, 1D & 1E) have issues related to visual and thermal 
comfort. 

The design of NN1 contemplates having solid elements next to the inner roads to reduce 
discomfort from the motorized vehicles. Meanwhile using more porous elements on 
the north and south side allows a connection with  restaurants, and shops. Additionally, 
curves have been used in different elements for fluidity and as a reference towards the 
sea. Furthermore, to improve the environmental comfort, three techniques have been 
used on site. Each technique has their own strategies.
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BEFORE MASSIVE LAND RECLAMATION AQUACULTURE DEVELOPED URBAN/INDUSTRY  DEVELOPED

REOPEN + CONNECT SEAWARD REOPEN + CONNECT LANDWARD

Xinchang Tong
Adriaan Geuze

ROOM FOR THE ESTUARY
An alternative regional landscape design for east pearl river 
estuary, Chin

Abstract
The rapid and intensive estuarine-coastal development has caused 
severe ecological environment problems in China. Chinese society calls 
for ‘holistic approach’ in regional planning and design for addressing this 
issue. However, the current planning system is still urban-focused and 
economy-driven. Local authorities make dissociated plans and compete 
for shared natural resources. It is an urgent issue to enhance ecological 
value on the upper scale level of regional planning for Chinese estuarine-
coastal regions. 

The project takes the East Pearl River Estuary as the study case. Due to 
previous aggressive development, the ecological landscape at the upper 
half of the region has lost. The most recent giant seaport project Nansha 
New Port is without any spatial environment compensation plan; and 
each of the other coastal areas in the region has a plan for itself. These 
situations constitute the problem that the estuary region as a whole 
landscape unit has been overlooked.

This design research tried to improve this situation. It is an attempt to 
make system regional landscape planning for the East Pearl River Estuary 
and to provide an alternative landscape design for the Nansha New Port 
related area, the Hu-Men Outlet area. It aims to reduce the environmental 
impact of the Nansha New Port and make environmental compensation 
for it. 

The final products propose a regional ecological landscape structure and 
landscape casco for different land use development areas. The designing 
process also provides insights for improving regional landscape planning 
and design under the Chinese context.

Regional scale system understanding

Regional scale system tweak

Context scale ecological landscape structure plan Regional scale landscape plan



Urban islands

The casco: landward type

Aquaculture islands

The casco: landward type

The casco: seaward type

Seaport edge

The casco: seaward type

Urban prototype - on Nan-Sha Island

Landscape prototype: the landward type Landscape prototype: the seaward type A Landscape prototype: the seaward type B

Aquaculture prototype - on Wei-Yuan Island

Seaport prototype - on Long-Xue Island
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Tribute to a glacier
Designing a landscape for melancholic contemplation

Abstract
Although glacier retreat is a well-recognized consequence of climate 
change, with a range of implications for dependent communities, there 
is surprisingly little engagement with the issue. A theory in psychology, 
supported by the findings of this research, explain environmental 
melancholia to be at the root of this inaction. With this as a foundation, this 
thesis demonstrates that landscape architecture, a field that is, until now, 
uninvolved in retreating glacial landscapes, has the capacity to address the 
psychological experience of glacier retreat in order to foster engagement 
with environmental degradation. Haupapa/Tasman Glacier, the longest 
glacier in Aotearoa/New Zealand, serves as a case study for the inquiry and 
subsequent design. The study draws from personal encounters, literature, 
and projective sketching to develop a novel approach to an aesthetic 
framework that guides a spatial design to induce a state of melancholic 
contemplation. The research explores why this state is important in 
modern society and the design propounds how aesthetic experience can 
be performative by fostering this psychological state. This thesis opens 
up new avenues for the much-needed field of design that deals with 
degrading landscapes. It also hopes to help and encourage other designers 
to create these spaces and secure a place for aesthetics, melancholia, and 
contemplation in contemporary landscape architecture. 

Key words
Glaciers, glacier retreat, climate change, 
engagement, environmental melancholia, 
melancholy, contemplation, aesthetics, 
landscape architecture.

Aesthetic framework of properties

Haupapa/Tasman glacial watershed

Site design: “Vanity Stair”

Plurality in the aesthetic framework

Design guidelines: National Park & context Haupapa/Tasman Glacier project site 

Haupapa/Tasman Glacier project site cont’d
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Fruit trees 

Artificial hills

Lower PV panels

Improve functioning and 
appearance of lines

Purpose

Habitat and foraging 
insects for insects.
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park
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Where
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Airport
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Examples of design guidelines

Reference study

Model study

Regional design

Areas in solar energy landscape

Coos van Ginkel
Sven Stremke
Dirk Oudes
Steven Slabbers (Provinciaal adviseur ruimtelijke kwaliteit provincie Noord-Holland)

The bright side of solar energy
How solar energy can be used as a tool to improve landscapes
Northwest Haarlemmermeer, Netherlands

Abstract
In the coming years a transition will take place towards a renewable energy 
based energy system. In the Netherlands a large part of this renewable 
energy needs to be produced within the landscape. In the coming years, 
the impact of renewable energy on the landscape worldwide will be 
enormous, in a dense country like the Netherlands this impact will be even 
larger than elsewhere. Landscape experts urge that the energy transition 
should not harm the existing landscape but rather be used to improve 
spatial quality by making it a part of integral regional design. 
Recently many solar parks have been built, however, knowledge about 
how to use them  to improve spatial quality is still scares. This research 
contributes to closing this knowledge gap. In this thesis three existing solar 
energy parks are being analysed, as well as the Northwest Haarlemmermeer, 
which is the design location. The outcome of this is translated into the 
design of three models, which form the foundation for an integral design 
for a solar energy landscape.
Six categories of functions for multifunctional solar energy landscapes are 
identified: biodiversity, water retention, airport, recreation, PV-energy and 
landscape infrastructure. They are translated into both general and site-
specific design guidelines on three different scale levels. 
Based upon this three ways of organizing these functions are considered 
and analysed: parallel, stacked and mixed. Organising the functions next to 
each other (parallel) is considered to have the largest positive impact upon 
spatial quality on this scale. 
Together, the design guidelines, model study and integral design give a 
clear picture of how a multifunctional solar landscape can function as a 
tool to achieve other spatial goals and so improve spatial quality.

Keywords
Solar landscape,  solar park,  
solar energy, spatial quality, landscape quality, multifunctionality, energy 
transition, research through design, parallel, stacked, mixed

A
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Riet (Alliander)

XXL MIX
An explorative design study into an alternative way of placing 
and designing XXL warehousing in the Netherlands

Abstract
In this thesis, new guidelines for placement and design of XXL 
warehouses are developed. To do so, a design hypothesis was explored, 
referred to as the ‘XXL MIX park’. This design hypothesis states that 
combining the ideas of 1. clustering of XXL warehousing 2. integrating
a renewable energy function and 3. meaningful landscape design, can 
lead to improved integration of XXL warehouses in the landscape of the 
Netherlands.
To test to what extent the design hypothesis ‘XXL MIX park’ could lead to 
new guidelines for placing and designing XXL warehousing, explorative 
research through design was conducted in three different phases of 
research. In phase 1, design- and placing- principles were developed 
to outline the concept of the XXL MIX park. In phase 2, on the base of 
the placing principles, 24 spatial datasets were combined and analysed 
to develop a placement strategy for the XXL MIX park. Phase 1 and 2 
informed phase 3; a design synthesis. In multiple design iterations, an 
optimal integration of the design principles of the XXL MIX park was 
explored in the landscape of Dodewaard. Phase 3 eventually led to a final 
design. 
The final design gives XXL warehousing a genuine place in the landscape 
of Dodewaard . By 1. following existing, large-scale landscape structures, 
2. integrating the large-scale industrial elements in a firm landscape 
framework, and 3. creating a clear spatial structure for industrial 
development the design combines an industrial, energy and landscape 
perspective in an optimal way. Next to a sensible integration in the 
landscape, XXL MIX park offers an experience that raises questions about 
our own consumption behavior and the extent to which the landscape 
can bear the spatial results of a lasting desire for a growing economy. 

Lastly, the final products were evaluated, and guidelines for placement 
and design of XXL warehousing in the Netherlands were proposed. 
 

XXL MIX park Dodewaard 2030 combines 70 hectares of 
logistic storage capacity, 25 500 MWh of energy storage 
capacity and 400 hectares of nature development



In XXL MIX park Dodewaard, logistic, energy and landscape functions are optimally combined in the landscape of the Betuwe. 

By applying the XXL MIX park on the 10 selected locations of the placement strategy,
large-scaled fragmentation and cluttering of the landscape can be avoided. 

In XXL MIX park Dodewaard, all warehouses have their docking and parking space at one side of the building, the other side is directly connected to the surrounding nature. 

24 spatial datasets were combined to
develop a placement strategy
for the XXL MIX park
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The Drought Resilience Casco
A New Drought Resilience Casco for the High Sand Landscapes: 
A Case Study of the Baakse Beek-Veengoot System. (Overijssel, 
the Netherlands)

Abstract
For centuries long, our landscape has been modi� ed for the purpose of 
food production. Especially in high sand-landscapes, where nutrients 
and water is scarce, the redevelopment of the landscape played a key 
role in creating a suitable environment for agriculture. However, currently 
this systematically altering of the landscape back� res. Problems with 
water shortages are increasing during summer, and peak discharges 
during winter become larger. Our landscape is not yet modi� ed to these 
problems. 

Within this thesis, a new “ Drought Resilience Casco” is presented. This 
Casco proposes to restore the landscapes’ � exibility by creating a new 
water system for the Baakse Beek-Veengoot system. The landscape Casco 
is based on the Casco approach of Kerkstra & Vrijlandt from 1988, in 
which they propose to make a clear distinction between high and low 
dynamic landscape elements (e.g. agriculture being high dynamic and 
nature being low dynamic). However, this approach is rather old and due 
to new knowledge, we know that these systems hardly work next to each 
other. Therefore, this thesis proposes to create a third layer: the medium 
dynamics. This layer will create a barrier between the two extremes 
and creates a transition zone in which new land-use practices will be 
executed. 

To restore the � exibility of the landscape, a low dynamic framework is 
proposed in which creeks meander again, and nature areas (such as peat 
swamps) are used to store water. Within the medium dynamics, new 
forms of agriculture, working together with nature are proposed.  The 
Casco is elaborated upon, by scaling through the system with the help 
of more detailed designs, site designs and sections. By creating the new 
Casco, landscape development will be steered, and landscape beauty can 
be restored. 

Map of the Drought Resilience Casco, focusing on regreening and restructuring of the landscape to enhance both drought resilience en landscape identity

Prototypes of the landscape elements within the drough resilience Casco.



The new landscape “sponge”: the peat system. An area where peat is formed, water is puri� ed and water bu� alos graze

Visualization of the new small-scale housing development, the agroforest and wind turbines

Birde eye view of the new small-scale housing development and agroforest

Site design of the agroforest and creek valley. Including small scale housing and energy transition

Bird eye view of the landscape “sponge”, the peat system.

Visualization of walking through the new landscape “sponge”
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TWIN VILLAGES

Harmonizing settlement development with the agricultural 
reclaimed landscape of the Rhenish Mining Area in Germany.

Abstract

Extensive suburbanisation is taking place around Cologne in the 
agricultural landscape of the Rhenish Mining Area. An area that, at the 
same time, deals with unsustainable agricultural practices and large-
scale reclamation e� orts after a period of open-pit lignite mining. The 
design research presents a design of agricultural urbanism, which enables 
alternative settlement development in the Rhenish Mining Area and that 
contributes to sustainable forms of agriculture and the development of 
the reclaimed landscape.

Five settlement development strategies are evaluated and the advantages 
of the best models are merged into one � nal model: ‘Twin Villages’. With 
the concept of the Twin Villages the reclaimed, post-mining landscape 
of the Rhenish Mining Area is enhanced and further developed. The 
model aims to keep the presence of the urban-rural dichotomy intact. 
It includes villages that are dispersed over the landscape, but all have a 
compact concentric form and contribute to a revival of the rural reclaimed 
landscape, as a rural answer to the exploding urban areas. 

The design implementation of Twin Village ‘Kantweiler’ shows that, 
when contributing to the landscape qualities, the threat of settlement 
development to the agricultural sector can be reversed into an 
opportunity. The design shows an alternative for the unlimited settlement 
development, which is threatening the agricultural landscape of the 
Rhenish Mining Area. 

Preferred model: ‘Twin Villages’ Preferred model: ‘Twin Villages’Reclaimed landscape (new land) development

Section A-A’:  ‘Die Kante’ 
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Dominik Kriska
Name supervisors:   
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Dr. L.H. (Lenneke) Slooff-Hoek (ECN part of TNO)

ECO SOLAR CORRIDOR
Discovering the symbiotic strength of utility-scale solar energy 
systems and ecological networks in Brummen, the Netherlands

Abstract
This thesis is exploring the combination of ecological networks (EN) with 
utility scale solar energy (USSE) through the lens of ecosystem services 
(services with direct and indirect contributions of ecosystems to human 
well-being). The thesis aims to investigate the possibilities of future 
landscape compositions that utilizes both existing ecosystem services 
(ES) and new technology in the realm of USSE systems, to discover the 
potential symbiotic strength between nature and technology.

The objective of this thesis is to provide a design solution for the 
integration of USSE in EN that reflects positive trade-offs in (ES). 
Achieving this objective involves following tasks; development of 
design criteria that represent positive trade-offs in ES when introducing 
USSE in EN; determination of elements for a flexible design framework; 
integration of local design principles in the project area through a model 
study; evaluation of the model study with a trade-off analysis (TOA); 
development of an integral landscape design for the integration of USSE 
in EN. The objective of this research is translated into a main research 
question: How can utility-scale solar energy be implemented in an EN to 
create positive trade-offs in terms of ES in the municipality of Brummen, 
the Netherlands?

USSE can generally be implemented in EN in different ways. It’s important 
to consider the specific needs of local ecology and the energy demand 
of the region. Any given area does provide at least some types of ES. The 
orientation of the design towards positive trade-offs in ES is motivated 
by the broad framework it provides to bring together different services 
and compare them with each other. Generally, the combination of USSE 
and EN can create positive trade-offs in ES in areas with poor ecosystem 
service performance. The better the existing ES perform the less likely 
USSE will be able to create positive trade-offs.

visualized design criteria for USSE in ecological networks ecosystem service map Northwest Eerbeek model 3 (hybrid model from 1 and 2) with a focus on both USSE and EN for Northwest 
Eerbeek

landscape analysis map municipality of Brummen with ecosystem service mapping 

10.7 
MW

power for about  
2900 housholds



the integral Masterplan landscape design for Northwest Eerbeek in the municipality of Brummen

visual for the site design at the east entrance detailed section of the east entrance with indication of enhanced ecosystem services (measurements in meters) plan of the site design for the east entrance
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Centre

Zwanenveld

 Dukenburg

The site selected is in the northeast corner of Zwanenveld. It is an abandoned space 
with about 5.5 hectares and lies between the Canal maas-waalkanaal and residential 
buildings. A dijke with approximately 1.5 meters high is regarded as the eastern edge 
of the site. Besides, a railway is in the northern side of the site, generating a slope with 9 
meters.
Inner the site are green areas and the foundations of previous buildings remain.At the 
edges of site, there are partly surrounded by groups of trees and shrubs.

sectionAA’, traditional gardening zone

sectionBB’, traditional gardening zone

Shiyi Liu
Name supervisors: Rudi van Etteger.

Landscape, a healer for the elderly
Explore a salutogenetic and activating living environment for 
the elderly + Zwanenveld, Netherlands.

Abstract
Aging population increases rapidly all over the world, so as in 
Netherlands. With the shift of population, transformations are required on 
the health care system, elderly housings, city infrastructures and so on, 
to adapt the aging trend. Meanwhile, disease risks increase with aging, 
which causes a large burden to the society. To promote the health of the 
elderly, municipalities pay most attention on the health care system, but 
ignore the salutogenetic effects of the landscape. Since the discovery of 
the relationship between human health and nature, healing landscape 
are regarded as a preventive medicine to diseases. Abundant researches 
and studies have shown the benefits of healing landscape to the heath 
from the physical, mental and spiritual aspects. However, the application 
of the healing landscape still needs to explore, for example, the living 
environment. Living environment is the daily environment of the elderly 
in which they spend most of time. Nevertheless, the usage of the outdoor 
environment is unsatisfactory. Seniors have shown a lower visitation to 
green areas.

Thus, this thesis aims to expand the knowledge on healing landscape and 
to explore a way to both provide salutogenetic effects and stimulate the 
engagement of the elderly.

The purpose of the thesis is achieved through research and design 
process. The first part of research is to form the theoretical framework 
on the basis of the theory of healing landscape, the theory of age-
friendly design and the theory of engagement. By understanding the 
qualitative elements from the theories, tool boxes are explored for the 
further testing. The second part of the research is intended to summarize 
the facilitating factors and constraints of seniors’ usage. Zwanenveld is 
selected as a case to conduct the study. Finally, two testing models are 
generated and evaluated to get the results. The design models are shown 
in the pages.

Community gardening forest

Reflecting on the initial design, the 
new gardening design pays more 
attention on the structure and 
legibility of the site. Based on the 
theories of horticulture school for 
the elderly, the restorative feelings 
are derived from the self-rewarding, 
cognition improvement and physical 
benefits. The main concept of the 
gardening model is to provide 
rewarding activities, educational 
activities, physical activities and 
social activities for the elderly.
Gardening is the main activity in the 
area. Depending on the capacities of 
different groups, there is a traditional 
gardening zone for well-function 
seniors and a caring gardening 
zone for the seniors with disability. 
Besides, a green belt is created from 
the main entrance to the canal, 
which afford the requirements of 
cognition, food trads & exchange, 
outdoor activities and water harvest 
functions of the space. 

Function

sectionDD’, caring gardening zone

sectionCC’, caring gardening zone sectionGG’, fishing

sectionFF, exercise square

Concept

Section

Road system Section



Use this box for subscript with pictures. And do use subscripts with pictures! So you may 
relocate and resize this box (not the text) and copy it when needed.
Salutogenetic circles

Nature and garden have the 
capacity to balance the demands 
from outside, which includes 
social relationship and physical 
environment. A salutogenetic circles 
provide a main environment that is 
less demanding for the vulnerable 
seniors , with a small portion which is 
more demanding for well-functional 
people for a attraction.Zoom into the 
site, on one side is the private blocks 
where lots of people gather with 
complex relation and on the other 
side is the still less demanding canal. 
The concept of the salutogenetic 
garden is to bring the elderly 
from the heaving demanding 
environment to least demanding 
cannel, experiencing the demanding 
less circles in a basic order, reliving 
their negative mood step by step, 
and getting completely released and 
restored. The composition of circles 
are forest circle, water circle, rock 
circle and animal circle, derived from 
the less demanding environment 
theory. Besides, considering mobility 
impaired elderly, the caring circles 
are created which includes all the 

Perspective
Community gardening forest

Salutogenetic circles

FunctionConcept

Section

Road system Section

sectionAA’, forest circle

sectionBB’, forest circle sectionCC’, water circle

sectionDD’, rock circle

sectionEE’, rock circle

sectionFF’, caring circle

sectionGG’,caring circle
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Siqi Li
Dr. Ir. R. (Rudi) van Etteger

A healthy campus
Introducing healing landscape into Utrecht University.
Utrecht, the Netherlands

Abstract
It is acknowledged that natural space benefits people’s mental 
health. For students and researchers on campus who are quite 
stressful over the times, it is of vital importance to be taken care 
of their mental health. It is possible that the healing value of 
natural space could be applied to the campus landscape. The 
thesis explores the possible approach to designing a campus 
with a healthy landscape. Through a wide range of literature 
review and a case study at the Utrecht University, the principles 
are discussed. Based on theories and assumptions, the design 
attention points are given. Finally, the general approach for 
designing a healthy campus is proposed. From the evaluation 
on campus, it is believed that the design of the case is valid.

The design could meet students' and staff's different needs for activities and experiences. 
When they would like to meet people and have social support, they can go to the Major 
space. When they would like to escape and being away, they could choose River space or 
Garden space. Among different zones, the coherent design language is used to connect 
them more naturally. The form of the green space, plaza, and paths in the major zone 
are mainly defined by the entrances of the buildings and the relations between them. 

Master plan

Visualization major space

Elements that could be applied in the design



The design attention points of the three zones are given. The major space is the central area of the campus and is the most used area. It has to 
be multifunctional, convenient, coherent, easy to meet others, relatively open and legible. The river space is the place where for people to hide, 
to being away, to relax and to be fascinated. It has to be natural setting with nice planting for sense stimulation. The garden space is the areas 
between buildings. It is designed for relaxing, finding inner peace and being away. The elements applied could help to achieve the design goal. 

Visualization major space Visualization river space

Visualization garden space

Section river space

Comparison design and current situation

Section major space and garden space
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Yingzi Wang
Name supervisors: Sven Stremke

Urban Energy landscape--Circular Energy Park
Transformation of Hemwegcentrale

Location: Amsterdam, Nederlands

Abstract
March 8, 2019, the Dutch cabinet decided to close the the 
Hemwegcentrale power station (coal fired power plants in the western 
port) in 2020. According to the recommendations by Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change(IPCC), Nederlands need achieve an 80-90% 
reduction in CO2 by 2040 compared to 1990, which means a 25% 
reduction by 2021.In accordance to the sustainability organization 
Urgenda, to meet the goals on time, additional measures have to be 
taken to speed up.The closure of the powerplants is one of the measures 
to meet the Urgenda goals. Hemwegcentrale power station was the pride 
of Amsterdam in the fossil fuel energy era. It is next to the Haven-stad, a 
phased housing development project in Amsterdam and adjacent to the 
ecostructuur. After the closure, the transformation and redevelopment 
of Hemwegcentrale will be an issue in a transition towards to sustainable 
energy in such urban context. 

This thesis intends to explore the potentials of the Hemwegcentrale 
area as an urban energy landscape in a transition towards sustainable 
energy landscape in the complex context brought by a dynamic process 
of urban development (mainly Haven-Stad ) in the following decades. 
In this thesis, the dynamic urban context was analyzed from 3 aspects 
urban development (Haven-stad), energy and ecology to find out the 
impact on the transformation of Hemwegcentrale and select the criteria 
for sustainable energy landscape. Based on the context analysis, 3 models 
were developed to explore the potentials and different possibilities of 
Hemwegcentrale in the future. By evaluating the design models with the 
selected criteria, specific design strategies are generated to be applied in 
the final design. 

Modular Design and Typologies
Analysis and Conclusion

Energy Model Urban Park Model Ecological Park Model

Design Models

1) re-use abandoned infrastructures and vacant space due to the 
demolition; 2) soil pollution caused by power station; 3) the com-
pletion of ecostructuur, industrial brownfield and ecological 
corridor will be adjacent. 4) At the same time, with the implemen-
tation of the first phase of the port city, about 20,000 houses will 
be built, and energy consumption will increase.

The Hemwegcentrale area will begin the transformation from 
energy production-oriented park to an urban park with the func

-tions of energy production, recreation, ecology, public activities.
 The intervention of public space and ecology may lead a land use 

“competition” among energy infrastructure, public space, green 
space.

 

As the population grows, Hemwegcentrale as an energy park, in 
addition to energy production, the functions of ecological

 aspects and public recreation, leisure will be further strength
-ened and valued. The Hemwegcentrale area is promising to

 become a core urban park in the port area. Besides the basic 
public recreation functions, more daily entertainment and leisure 
activities can be introduced into the park.



N

Transformation of old energy infrastructure

Masterplan Site design

Section
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Experience Bandung Tempo Dulu
Creating walkable public space which narrates a shared 
heritage, Bandung Indonesia

Abstract
 Shared heritage is important for establishing a local identity and 
consist of tangible and intangible elements which embody cultural ties 
made in the past. This intertwining of Dutch, Chinese and Sundanese 
cultures can be recognised in the city of Bandung, Indonesia. In Bandung 
the shared heritage is under pressure due to densification within the city 
centre and increasing traffic which prevent people from experiencing 
the shared heritage. Research is done to ensure the longevity of the 
built heritage. However, the focus of this research is mainly on built 
shared heritage and not the public space surrounding it. Knowledge on 
the experience of the public space surrounding these shared heritage 
sites is missing.  The study tries to fill this gap by researching the 
approach and experience of shared heritage sites in Bandung, using 
the concepts of landscape narrative and walkability. Thereby, the thesis 
sets the objectives of generating valuable knowledge within the field 
of landscape architecture on the experience of shared heritage and it 
proposed designs for sites, within the centre of Bandung, to enhance the 
shared heritage experience. A photo content- and a phenomenological 
analysis concluded that the public space is currently not walkable and 
offers no connection with the heritage. Therefore, clustered guidelines 
were introduced to enhance the experience of shared heritage. The 
guidelines were translated into a designs, which introduced elements 
to the public space that re-link the connection between heritage and 
the surrounding public space, but still allow the current-day use. Hereby 
the study concludes that the experience of shared heritage transcends 
into the public space. People can get immersed in the different cultures, 
when the elements within the public space are observed in sequence. The 
experience of the different cultures of shared heritage creates a common 
identity for the city of Bandung that transcends cultures.
Keywords_
Shared heritage, Heritage experience, Public space, Walkability, 
Landscape narrative, Bandung, Indonesia, Landscape architecture 

Jan Willem van Veelen
dr.ir. Ingrid Duchhart
ir. Wiwi Tjiook (Gemeente Rotterdam)

Formal new axis towards the Dutch station building

Multifunctional pavilion reflecting Dutch shared heritage Gate and fence element reflecting Dutch shared heritage



Multifunctional pavilion reflecting Sundanese shared heritage

Gate reflecting Chinese shared heritage

Axonometric view of Dutch square
 within the Sundanese shopping 
street

Multifunctional pavilion reflecting Sundanese shared heritage

Small square in front of Dutch shared heritage, in a Sundanese shopping street

Gates within the Chinese quarter
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Rob Stuijt
Name supervisors: João Cortesão and Agnès Patuano

RESILIENT RIVERS
An explorative design research into acquiring flood-resilient 
design principles in Dutch river systems

Abstract
Flood risks in the Dutch river system are relatively high. Due to climate 
change, it is expected that Dutch river systems have to deal more often 
with highly fluctuating water discharges. In this thesis, it is hypothesized 
that by applying flood-resilient strategies, a solution is offered to deal 
with these developments. Such resilient strategies address the ability 
of the river system to recover from floods. Though, a translation of the 
concept of flood-resilience towards practical principles remains largely 
excluded. Hence, this thesis focusses on assembling flood-resilient design 
principles that can be applied in Dutch river landscapes. 

First, an inventory is made of flood-resilient design principles that are 
applied successfully in Dutch river landscapes. Next, the design principles 
and knowledge that have been acquired before, are tested at one specific 
site: the Rijnstrangen area or Oude Rijn. This region used to be the former 
river course of the Rhine but nowadays this region functions as a dead 
river arm, which is called in Dutch: ‘strang’. 

In the final design of the ‘Living Rhine’, the Oude Rijn is completely 
revitalized. Through an actively controlled in- and outlet, the river is 
reconnected to the broader river system. The original system of summer 
dykes has been restored, within which the natural river processes take 
place. In times of extremely high river water discharges, the Living Rhine 
can act as a water storage area. Moreover, the area is provided with a 
renewed infrastructure network. In this way, the alluring river landscape, 
with the Living Rhine in particular, can be optimally experienced.

The final design is evaluated after which new flood-resilient design 
principles are proposed. The established design principles ensure that 
complex flood-resilient strategies can be translated into coherent design 
understanding. This simplifies the transfer of flood-resilient knowledge 
between different fields of expertise, including the ones of hydrologists, 
designers and decision-makers.

Final design of the Living Rhine on the macro scale level

Artist impression of the revitilized river: relics of the distant past are brought back to life



D3: summer dykes D4: flood resilient paths

A1: dyke relocation

A3: polder system

B1: fully change land use

B3: elevation based agriculture

C1: excavated channels

C3: establish channel diversity

D1: refuge hills D2: mound

C4: natural embankments

B4: strip cropping

C2: incorporate water bodies

B2: flexible recreational facilities

A4: water storage area

A2: floodplain excavation

Artist impression of the public square on top of the mound

Artist impression of the new flood-resilient agricultural system

Flood-resilient design principles

Final design of the Living Rhine on the micro-scale level

Artist impression of the region functioning as a water storage area



Hao Yan
Supervisor: Sanda Lenzholzer

Synergy of urban ventilation and flood defence

Abstract
Urban climate is strongly related to topographies. The urban heat island is 
happening in the urban fabric when cold air zones appear in the open and 
green landscape. Due to climate change and urbanization, the urban heat 
island would hit more people harder. Therefore any potential urban cooling 
resources should be utilized. Thermal-driven winds between floodplains 
and built-up areas is highly valuable. In order to invite the cool breeze into 
Dutch cities, the dike that is currently playing the role of a barrier needs 
to be altered. A seasonal flexible flood defence alternative is believed to 
be possible because flood defence (winter to spring) and urban cooling 
(summer) are never needed at the same time. 

To study the cool air exchange between the floodplain and the urban 
area and the hampering effect of the dike, the microclimate simulations 
were made through ENVI-met for the testbed. The simulations indicated 
that the cool breeze is happening between different topographies where 
the temperature difference occurs, and has the significant cooling effect 
in the neighbourhood. According to the findings, eight concept models 
were designed based on the idea of opening for ventilation and closing 
for flood protection. Along with the research through design process, 
these alternatives were improved, detailed and selected. Eventually, the 
inflatable dike partition, the modular & moveable floodwall and the gabion 
dike were considered to have the most efficient ventilation and the most 
stable structures for flood defence. After that, they were applied in the site-
specific landscape design in order to explore social multifunctions the new 
structures could provide.

At the end of the research, three prototypes of the adjustable flood 
defence structure were generated to replace the traditional Dutch dike, 
where heat problems is adjacent to the floodplain. In addition, both the 
neighbourhood-oriented and tourist attractive multifunctions were 
identified for each alternative.

Layer 3
Social multifunctions
Neighbourhood scale

Layer 2
Urban ventilation
City scale

Layer 1
Flood defence
Regional scale



The new adjustable structures achieve the flexibility to flood defence 
and urban ventilation, at the same time create places with unique 
characteristics, which have potential to serve multiple sustainable & funny 
social activities. The concept of inflatable rubber dike, moveable floodwall 
and gabion dike are selected and applied for the IJsseldijk to make 3 
parallel site designs which respectively has its strong point.
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David de Boer
Supervisors:
Sven Stremke
Paolo Picchi (external, Amsterdam Academy of Architecture)

Solarchipelago
Designing energy transition in the IJmeer along ecosystem 
change
IJmeer, Netherlands

Abstract
Climate change mitigation calls for a transition towards more sustainable 
energy sources. However, allocating the space for renewable energy 
technologies like PV systems in complex and dense metropolitan regions 
is no easy task. This is the case for the IJmeer between Amsterdam and 
Almere as well. The IJmeer is also an ecosystem under pressure. The 
objective of this research is to design an energy transition in the IJmeer 
that aligns with the way that ecosystems change, such as through the 
process of succession. A method of research through designing is used to 
come to useful design principles and guidelines. 

The use of concepts like succession and ecosystem change was analysed 
in literature, both in ecology and landscape architecture. This literature 
analysis was then synthesised into workable design principles. Design 
principles for ecosystem change and succession include notions of 
working with non-linearity, indeterminacy and complexity in ecosystems 
under pressure by humans. A dual analysis was carried out of both large 
landscape projects as well as an assessment of the ecosystem status for 
flora and fauna. Technologies and measures for improving ecological 
quality and renewable energy systems were analysed as well. 

A design for the IJmeer was made using a modular approach. Two 
modules are presented that combine both renewable energy generation 
as well providing an infrastructure for succession to occur. Multiple stages 
of succession simultaneously present in these modules allow for more 
habitat diversity for flora and fauna. The modules performance is based 
on constant working principles but include variables as well to provide 
different system responses. The modules variables and composition can 
adapt to the characteristics of multiple areas of the IJmeer, while also 
supporting other metropolitan functions like infrastructure and urban 
expansion while providing renewable energy. The resulting design 
guidelines were evaluated together with the principles in the conclusion. 

Isometric view of multiple wicker modules in their process of hydrosere and being taken over by nature

Different stages in the succession process of the wicker module result in different habitats for birds and fish species. 

Section of 
the wicker 
module build 
up with PV 
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time time
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Willow wicker module

Breakwater module
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The multiple wicker modules allow space for recreation, habitats 
for birds and areas for PV arrays

The modules combine into strings of islands and foreshores that slowly turn into land. Three strands of islands are envisioned: one along the Waterland coast, one along the Muiden coast and one right 
through the middle. The middle strand provides a base for a rail infrastructure causeway and viaduct, as well as an island for recreation and guiding principles for a new urban expansion of Almere. 

Waterland coast

Pampus causeway

Almere Outer DIke

Muiden Coast

Combined metro & bicycle viaduct

Metro stop on the island

Pampushaven
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Fangyi Zheng
Supervisors: Dr. João Cortesão; Dr.ing. M (Mark) Zandvoort

Green+Blue
Towards a more resilient urban living environment
based on a holistic understanding of the nexus among 
patterns, flows, and functions- a case study in stationsbuurt,NL

Abstract
Due to climate change and the uncontrolled urban expansion, 
more and more cities have suffered increasing natural disasters. 
Currently, urban development requires a new approach 
to optimum land deployment, resources distribution, and 
enhanced functions within a limited space. The urban resilience 
concept thus meets the need for these adaptations. It is 
noteworthy that nowadays, many urban planners advocate the 
urban resilience concept for tackling such issues as urban heat 
island effect, flooding and habitat destruction. The practice of 
urban resilience requires not only an in-depth understanding 
of the landscape but also interdisciplinary knowledge. 
Nevertheless, the current theory on and practice of landscape 
architecture focus on assessing the correlation between 
urbanization and the single pattern or specific functions or 
individual projects, thus ignoring how those factors relate to 
each other and the consequences of interactions between 
those factors. Besides, there is no such common “ design 
language” to interpret the landscape, translate the “urban 
resilience” concept, and guide urban planners on putting a 
resilience into practice. The highlight of this thesis is that, 
consistent with the trend of current study, the flow concept 
is extracted and attached to with certain importance in the 
research. In doing so, the tangible and intangible aspects 
of landscape that make difference to the functions will be 
analyzed. Besides, the flow concept assists designers in 
considering how to connect and disconnect different patterns 
in a more systematic way to achieve the diversity of functions.

Master plan 1:2000 

Regional context Design layout Historical overview



The design principles divided into themes

The synthesized design principles applied in site design Design concept-fluid landscape

Site design and added values
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DE HORN
De Horn (also written as Den Hoorn) was an island in the IJ. It was located 
southwest of the mouth of the Zaan in the IJ. With the reclamation of this water 
surface, De Horn, along with the rest of the nearby island Jan Rebellenwaard, 
was included in one of the IJpolders, the Groote IJpolder. When the Westelijk 
Havengebied was built from the 1950s, the island was dug-up and business 
parks were built.

 

IJ Polder
The IJpolders are the polders on either side of the North Sea Canal 
between Amsterdam and IJmuiden. The construction of the polders, the 
North Sea canal and the side canals went simultaneously. Work began 
in 1865, lasted about seven years, and the polders were completed in 
1872. The polders had a total area of 5,500 hectares. The soil of these 
polders consisted for the most part of fertile clay soil. 

Amsterdammerpolder 
The Amsterdammerpolder is a (former) polder on 
the south side of the North Sea Canal and is one 
of the IJpolders. The polder dates from 1877. The 
Petroleumhaven was the first port to be realized 
in this polder.

Construction of Petroleumhaven
The port has an area of 14 ha, 8.20 m deep and 
have the capacity for 19 ships at the same time .  
The construction started in 1884. 

Begin for Petroleumhaven
In 1887,the port is in principle ready, but 
with candidates for the exploitation did not 
go smoothly.

Owned by the Municipality 
In 1895 the company went bankrupt and the municipality took over 
the port. According to the agreement, the equipment and started to 
operate the gate itself. At that time, there were five storage tanks 
around the port with a total capacity of 105,000 barrels, apart from 
two tanks of 25,000 barrels was going to build.

Largest Swing Bridge
Across the North Sea Canal, west of Petroleumhaven, the State Railroad 
K was built. A bridge was built first for wagon, the Hembrug, before 
itbecame a railway. However, this bridge soon became an obstacle for 
shipping to Amsterdam. A new railway bridge was built to replace and 
the old onw was demolished in 1910. The new bridge was the largest 
swing bridge of Europe, at that time.

Expansion for Petroleumhaven in AUP
In the General Expansion Plan (AUP) of 1934,  a new port was planned, which 
later would be called Westhaven. In 1937,  Petroleumhaven became the first 
part of the Westhaven. This part was first called Fordhaven and was used by the 
Ford factory since 1926. Officially, it became Westhaven only after the 
extension of the port to the Basisweg in 1961. The length of the port then 
extended to around three kilometers.

Construction of Centrale Hemweg
The construction of coal-fired Centrale Hemweg, which tried to  replace 
Central Noord, began in 1948. The building was commissioned by GEB 
Amsterdam for the Public Works Department of the municipality of 
Amsterdam. Initially, four units were provided, with the possibility of 
expansion to eight. The effective power was 52.8 MWe per unit.

Operation for Centrale Hemweg 
In 1952 the first part of the plant was put into operation and 
on 3 October 1953 it was officially opened by alderman B.C. 
Franke. Prince Bernhard visited the brand-new power station 
one month before . The building, with a striking row of eight 
chimneys that reached a height of 80 meters, was an important 
feature in the Westelijk Havengebied of Amsterdam until 
1980.

Largest Petrol Port
The oil storage capacity of the Petroleumhaven has 
been increased to 770,000 m3 in 1960. Meanwhile, 
Amsterdam Port become the largest petrol port of the 
world at that time. 

Hemweg II
Two new units were added in the 1960s, units 5 and 6, together also 
called "Hemweg II". These units were commissioned in 1966 and 1968 
and were able to burn natural gas and oil (effective capacity 125 MWe 
per unit). At that time, the new chimney was at 150 meters the highest 
point in Amsterdam. 

Hemweg II
Units 5 and 6 were demolished after 30 years in 1996.Hemweg 7

The gas-fired unit 7 was built in the late 1970s 
(sometimes also called "Hemweg III"). It officially 
came into use on December 17, 1979, and the 
following year "Hemweg I" was demolished

 Hemweg 9
In April 2010, Nuon decided to replace the Hemweg 7 unit 
with a new gas-fired STEG plant. The new plant, Hemweg 
9, has a return of around 59%. This so-called singleshaft 
unit supplies approximately 435 MWe. Hemweg 9 is also 
suitable for supplying heat.  Energy efficiency can be 
further increased by the production of heat. The new plant 
became operational in mid-2012.

Hemweg 8
Unit 8 came into operation in 1994 and was then one of the most modern 
coal-fired power stations in Europe. The central-fired powdered coal, at 
full load (effective capacity 630 MWe) more than 60 kg per second. The 
chimney is 175 meters high. 

Start for Petroleumhaven
On the December 15, 1889 , the first oil tanker from the firm L. Hoyack 
arrived and a volume of 21,000 barrels unloaded.

Close of Hemweg 7
The Hemweg 7 unit was 
closed on January 1, 
2013 after 34 years of 
service. The plant was 
almost completely 
demolished, only the 
building in which the 
gas turbine was located 
remained standing, to be 
demolished in due 
course.  

In 2015, the 
last part of 
Hemweg 7 
was 
demolished.

First Announce for the Close of Hemweg 8
On May 18, 2018, the Cabinet decided to close the coal 
units of the Hemweg power plant and the Amer power plant 
in Geertruidenberg before 2025, unless they would have 
switched completely to other fuels. 

Close of Hemweg 8
On March 8, 2019, it was announced that the coal unit of the Hemweg power plant will be closed by 
the end of 2019.
The last coal was fired on 21 December 2019, after which Hemweg 8 was decommissioned on 23 
December 2019. This puts an end to coal-fired electricity production on Nieuwe Hemweg after 67 
years.

Record of Restoration
In 1913 that was over 1.8 million barrels 
with a record of NLG 22,500.

Yifan Zhang
Dr.ing. S (Sven) Stremke and Dr. Paolo Picchi (Academy of 
Architecture - Amsterdam University of the Arts)

Illuminating The Blind Field
landscape Infrastructure as intervention: Guideline for a 
sustainable  energy landscape in dynamic urban territory
Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract
In the last decades, climate change has been exerting a 
great influence on the Earth, especially in urban regions. The 
extreme weather events triggered by climate change lead 
to a series of problems for city engineering. Furthermore, the 
majority of anthropogenic greenhouse gases contributing 
to climate change are emitted from cities. Thus, cities need to 
take responsibility during the transition towards sustainable 
energy, reducing their emissions and improving their living 
standards. The aim of this thesis is to investigate how to 
achieve the transition towards sustainable energy and to 
install renewable energy infrastructure in urban territory.

The main research question of this thesis is: What is the potential 
of renewable energy infrastructure to be multifunctional 
during the transition towards sustainable energy in the 
Amsterdammerpolder area? It was addressed in three steps. 
Firstly, document analysis helped to understand the narrative 
of the desirable transition for the Amsterdammerpolder 
area as a city region. Secondly, the landscape types inside 
the Amsterdammerpolder area that are suitable for the 
installation of renewable energy infrastructure were identified. 
For each landscape type, a future was envisioned where 
their characteristics are conserved and redeveloped, while 
at the same time engaging in the installation of renewable 
energy infrastructure. Lastly, one landscape type was 
chosen and designed to achieve sustainable transition.

Storage Tank

History development line

Coal Island

Amnesic Lines

Hemweg Desert 

Warehouse Field

RENEWABLE ENERGY

URBAN TERRITORY
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landscape narrative elements narratives in industrial factory

Natural environment problems from site to city center

Lan Yu
Dr.ir. PA (Paul) Roncken

FROM TUBE FACTORY TO NARRAITVE IDENTITY
Tao design inspirations for the Hong Guang Electronic Tube 
Factory of Chengdu

Abstract
Industrial heritage is not only the embodiment of industrial 
culture, but also the continuation of urban cultural background. 
The transformation of industrial heritage means to be 
harmonious and integrated with the city, also to complete 
the city’s functions. However, due to the development of 
urbanization, much industrial heritage in the past have been 
replaced by modern urban development, and gradually 
disappeared. Industrial culture cannot be protected enough, 
so that people gradually forget the previous industrial history. 
In China, industrial heritage is not developed and protected as 
early as western countries, so many industrial sites have been 
transformed into public spaces for other purposes. 

In my minor thesis, it stated the different design methods 
for protecting and renovating cultural heritage in China and 
Western countries. Among them, the Chinese Taoist culture 
has a profound impact on the protection of cultural heritage. 
Harmony and integration is the influence of Taoist culture on 
landscape design.

In the process of urban development, the Hongguang Electronic 
Tube Factory was planned as a musical and cultural park by the 
government, which lacks the protection of industrial heritage and 
the characteristics of industrial culture. Therefore, in this thesis, 
the mainly studies is how to transform the industrial heritage of 
Hongguang Electronic Tube Factory into an industrial park with 
strong industrial theme, which could be integrated into the city, 
protecting the industrial site and creating an open space for 
recreation, application, entertainment, science and education 
Also, it would provide a multi-layered landscape experience, 
and integrate into the whole city as well.



Chengdu development plan

Surroundings 

Pedestrian route

Bicycle route

Car route

Bus route

strategy 1 for 
nature model

strategy 2 for 
nature model
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Name supervisors: Sjoerd Brandsma and Rudi van Etteger

Rotterdam: ready to roll?
A phenomenological research about wheelchair accessibility in 
urban districts - the Tarwewijk

Abstract
Navigating in urban open spaces is still a challenging task for people in 
a wheelchair. Wheelchair bound people go less outside because of the 
way the public open space of their direct living environment is shaped. 
There are guidelines for wheelchair accessibility, however they appear not 
to be sufficient. This research focuses on the impact of the direct living 
environment in urban districts on people in a wheelchair. The case study 
for this research is the Tarwewijk in Rotterdam.

The concept of phenomenology formed the basis of the method 
‘phenomenological rolls’, in which the focus lies on first hand 
experiencing the multisensory and emotional impact of the public open 
space while rolling in a wheelchair through the Tarwewijk. The experience 
is recorded with video and in written text. The senses and feelings formed 
the basis of a directed content analysis and resulted in an overview of the 
problems encountered shown in text, drawing and video. The evaluation 
on the impact on positive health of people in a wheelchair shows that 
the frequency and multi-sensory problems that people in a wheelchair 
encounter have a big impact on the perceived positive health.

A semi-structured interview at the municipality of Rotterdam shows what 
problems and opportunities the municipality encounters when trying to 
make urban districts wheelchair accessible. 

The outcomes of the phenomenological rolls and interview serve as a 
basis for the research through design process in which a design strategy 
to improve the wheelchair accessibility in the Tarwewijk was formed. 
Plus Routes on which later the other streets can be connected when 
the opportunity arrives form the basis of this strategy. Cars get a less 
dominant place and slow infrastructure gets a higher priority. To conclude 
the outcomes of the research in the Tarwewijk are evaluated to determine 
how the generated knowledge can be used in other urban districts. The negative impact of the configuration of the urban public space on the Positive 

Health of a person bound to a wheelchair highlighted in yellow.

Schematic explanation of phenomenology that shows the importance of understanding 
the sensory experience of the landscape. 

Some of the problems encountered when rolling through the Tarwewijk in a wheelchair



1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Design strategy

Step 1: Create Plus Routes

Minimal

Step 2: Connect other streets

Medium

Step 3: Improve public transport

Maximum

Design detail step 1: Crossing Dordtselaan
Maximum design and design guidelines  
that improves the wheelchair accessibility of 
the crossing and turns it  into a place to stay.  

Design detail step 1: Bridge Maashaven

The visual shows the view from the slow 
infrastructure bridge over the Maashaven. 
It illustrates that there lie chances of 
combining the needs of people in a 
wheelchair with the needs of childeren by 
making the city safer and more interesting 
on their eye-level.

Design detail step 2: Heenvlietstraat 12m
Street analysis wheelchair accessibility 
based on the problems encountered during 
the phenomenological rolls. 

Three designs to improve the wheelchair 
accessibility: a minimum, medium and a 
maximum intervention.

The designs can be used as a tool to 
start the discussion about desiging more 
(wheelchair) inclusive.

The only way to achieve accessible urban 
districts is by giving a higher priority to 
slow infrastructure, improve the public 
transport system and dicourage car usage. 
This can als  be seen in all the design 
details.
Moreover, designers need to be educated 
on how to integrate wheelchair accessibility 
into designs. Interested? Scan the QR-
code to see the movie fragments from the 
phenomenological rolls and look op the 
report.
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Internationalized campus landscape
By transforming Wageningen University into a campus 
landscape suitable for international user groups led by 
the Chinese community, explore the principles of campus 
landscape design in a multicultural context.

Abstract
Internationalized universities have become a social trend due to the 
continuous active flow of talents in the context of globalization. An 
internationalized university’s campus landscape needs to meet the 
essential functions of assisted learning and stress relief, as well as the 
integration of multiple cultural backgrounds. Through observation and 
survey analysis, Wageningen University (WUR) does not provide a suitable 
campus landscape for students with different cultural backgrounds 
(especially the Chinese group, which accounts for the most significant 
international students). It will hinder the exchange of students’ opinions 
and the release of pressure. Therefore, this thesis uses the current 
WUR campus as a research area to explore the design principles of an 
internationalized campus landscape.

The current situation of the WUR campus landscape, non-Chinese and 
Chinese user groups’ using and their demands of campus landscape are 
collected through literature research, filming, observation, landscape 
analysis, and survey methods. Second, the five most popular Chinese 
university campuses were analyzed as cases, and fourteen common 
qualities and twenty-three design principles of the most representative 
university campus landscapes in China were obtained. Then these 
design principles are used as preliminary design principles and applied 
in the transformation design of the WUR campus landscape to conduct 
a campus landscape that meets the needs of Chinese and non-Chinese 
groups. In the end, fifteen focus group members evaluated the 
preliminary internationalized campus design principles through online 
scoring. In conclusion, the effectiveness of the design principles that 
can help design an internationalized campus landscape for the Chinese 
community is summarized, divided into three categories: Four of the 
23 Chinese campus design principles are more restricted in application; 
Eight are universal design principles; Eleven are design principles 
recommended by more than half of the respondents.

Master plan 1:5000

Use a walking track that connects the entrance to the WUR campus, the most important 
buildings, important landscape nodes, and public event spaces where exciting events 
occur, enriching the pedestrian’s outdoor landscape experience, making it more 
attractive to the Chinese group; The accessibility of the landscape is more substantial, 
making the campus more integrated.

diverse landscape experience



Site design - woodland studio Site design - northern farmland area
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